Cox and Moritz: Student Center

s t u
Answering emergency calls with SUA

Kristina Forget, a junior in the College of Visual and Performing Arts, is a
guiding force behind the all-volunteer Syracuse University Ambulance service. The EMT works as a field supervisor and monitors SUA training.
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usual day for Kristina Forget 'oo can be filled with unusual encounters. But that's to be expected when you sign on
as a member of the all-volunteer Syracuse University Amr-- ...;;;;llulance (SUA) service. "I like problem solving," she says,
"and worJ.cing on the ambulance requires you to think on your feet.
That's exciting for me. I like to help people, too. Just being there for
someone who's in need, or doesn't know what to do, is a big part of
the job. It's important to reassure people, to help them relax and
feel comfortable."
Forget, a junior illustration major in the College of Visual and
Performing Arts, didn't know much about emergency care until she
arrived at SU for summer orientation and came across SUA while
scouting through the various options for campus clubs and activities. "''d never done anything like it," says the Schenectady, New
York, resident. "I signed up and wound up loving it."
In her first year, Forget completed a CPR course and an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) class, a two-semester commitment
that requires 130 hours of training and passing a test to receive
stat e certification. During that time she also became a trained
ambulance attendant and driver.
As a sophomore, Forget shouldered even more responsibility,
first as a crew chief and later as both a field supervisor and training
supervisor, overseeing designated shifts as the person in charge
along with monitoring SUA training. In addition, she was elected
president of SUA, acting as its liaison to the Student Government
Association and Graduate Student Organization, which help fund
SUA. In that position, Forget organized SUA benefit s, such as softball and volleyball games, and the annual recognition dinner.
Through work-study, Forget is now in her third year as a dispatcher
at Health Services, where she's worked as an administrative aide
during the past two summers. "It's a great mix of people; everyone
is interested in helping and working together as a team," says
Forget, who is also a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, a movie buff,
a photographer, and an SU sports fan.
According to Robert Audet, manager of emergency medical services at the health center, SUA fields more than 1,ooo calls a year. In
addition to managing and operating the service, the so-plus student volunteers must also perform as professionals, sometimes
under intense pressure. "The students must provide services on par
with those of any other ambulance corps, and they do," Audet says.
"We have a group of crackerjack people who have taken the EMT
course and training, and learned how to perform consistently well.
It's a 100-percent education for the crews- and talk about being
under the gun."
Audet describes Forget as "absolutely energetic," initially a shy
student who now thrives as a leader. "Kristina is a wonderful exam-
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pie of somebody starting at SUA with no experience whatsoever,
progressing through the system, and becoming very accomplished," he says. "She's been promoted all the way up to field
supervisor-the highest position in the operation for students. Her
persistence is incredible. To be such a shy person, I can't imagine
how much energy it took her to do what she does now, to walk onto
the scene of an emergency and be in charge, talk with a variety of
people and get information quickly, make rapid decisions, and
direct the actions of others."
Ask Forget about her experiences and she talks about the textbook calls, the importance of sensitivity when dealing w ith
patients, and the occasional dangers, like being accidentally hit in
the eye by a patient. "There's a lot of training and learning, but
w hat was most beneficial for me was riding on the ambulance and
practicing patient care," she says. "To actually help a patient or see
someone in pain or having a psychiatric problem, and knowing
how to handle it, is a tremendous learning experience."
- JAY COX

om Jones's family has a hist ory in the aerospace industry.
His grandfather worked for Bell Aerospace in Wheatfield,
New York. Family folklore says he had a hand in producing
the X-1, the craft in which Col. Chuck Yeager first broke the
sounl:l barrier in 1947. A couple of uncles have also worked in aerospac production.
Jones wanted t o continue the family tradition, so h e enrolled in
the aerospace engineering program at Syracuse University. In order
to get hands-on experience, he applied to become a co-op student.
His first choice for a co-op position was the National Aeronautics
and Space Administ ration's Dryden Flight Research Center at
Edwards Air Force Base in California. "I knew NASA Dryden was the
premier flight research facility in the world," the Grand Island, New
York, resident says. "And I knew this could be my only ch ance of get ting in there."
Jones was surprised when, less than 24 hours after his application had been faxed t o Dryden in the fall of 1996, he got a call from
an official at the facility. A few hours later, the head of Dryden's
aerostructures branch called t o offer Jones a co-op position. "It was
kind of fright ening," Jones recalls. "It was a dream job, and here I
was a sophomore in college." But Jones wasn't intimidat ed enough
t o turn down the opportunity. He st arted work at NASA Dryden
during the spring 1997 semest er.
The L.C. Smith College of Engineering and Computer Science coop program allows student s to alternat e semesters of coursework
with semesters of full-time employment directly related t o their
field of study. Each student spends at least 52 weeks in industry,
business, or government, with each assignment of increasing difficulty and responsibility. Students are paid a competitive salary.
Jones spent his first s : mester at Dryden in the aerostructures
branch, working primarily on the Eclipse project. Eclipse is a program in which a mid-size aircraft is towed by a bigger plane up to
40,000 feet, where it is released via a hook-release mechanism.
Rocket engines then fire to put the smaller craft into orbit. The towing method reduces the cost of putting aircraft into orbit, which,
according to Jones, now runs about $w,ooo per craft-pound to
accomplish. Eclipse may reduce that cost t o $1,000 per pound.
Jones worked on developing a frangible link, a met al part designed to give way if the cable t owing the aircraft experiences
unsafe loading. The frangible link allows the cable to come apart at

Tom Jones, a st udent in the L.C. Smith College of Engineering and Com put er
Science co-op program, inspect s the t hrust vect oring nozzles of an F-15 aircraft.

a known location and load limit, thus reducing risk t o the crews of
both aircraft. He spent the semester moving through the stages of
that project.
Jones took courses on campus during the summer of 1997, then
returned in the fall to NASA Dryden, where he was assigned to the
aerodynamics branch. Inst ead of working on just one project, he
pitched in on several, including development of the X-33, a subscale,
fully functional model for replacement of the space shuttle; the
Sonic Boom, a study on propagation of shock waves through the
atmosphere; and LASRE (Linear Aerospace Research Experiment}, a
platform for testing new rocket engines in flight. He also worked
with an SR-71 Blackbird, the world's fastest production aircraft. This
past summer he worked in the propulsion branch.
Along with the experience students gain, co-op programs give
them a head start in the job market. Many co-op employers eventually hire their students after graduation because they've already
been trained and can often jump right into the job, says co-op program director Mary Jo Fairbanks. NASA Dryden has a history of hiring from among it s co-op student s, but Jones knows h e is at the
mercy of the whims of government funding.
Even if he doesn 't get hired at NASA Dryden, he has a valuable
line for his resume and experience that cannot be replicated in the
classroom. "It was a great hands-on opportunity," Jones says. ''This
is the cutting edge of aerospace flight research."
-cYNTHIA MORITZ
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